Economic Recovery Dashboard
May 2020 Edition
Introduction
In 2017 the South Island Prosperity Partnership (SIPP) started to gather data for a set of indicators that could tell us
year-over-year how the Greater Victoria regional economy was doing. This viewpoint, supported through generous
sponsorship from Coastal Community Credit Union, enables community leaders to set long-term goals for the future
and measure progress along the way. However, part way through production of our 2020 edition, the world
completely changed.
The economic fall-out created by the global COVID-19 pandemic has caused unprecedented circumstances. In
response to this, SIPP announced the creation of a multi-government, multi-stakeholder Rising Economy Taskforce to
convene the actions necessary for our region to recover. To support this monumental effort, we needed a more
responsive set of indicators to track monthly status and progress.
This first dashboard reports on 12 indicators that will provide a partial narrative of economic status and change in the
region. We will be asking sector committees of the taskforce to advise on new indicators that will be assessed for
inclusion in the June edition.
This work does not replace the important indicators tracked in the South Island Prosperity Index, but it does sharpen
our understanding in the short-term and thus our ability to respond is improved. Be sure to sign up to receive updates
by email – we look forward to launching future editions as the recovery of our beautiful region takes shape.
Overview
National/ Provincial:
- Job losses across Canada in April exceeded 2 million bringing the total since February to 3 million so far or 15.6%.
This brought the national unemployment rate to 13% (the highest since 1982).
- Manufacturing sales took a 9.2% hit in March with 17 out of 21 industries reporting drops. This is largest monthly
decline in over a decade. According to the Conference Board of Canada, manufacturing could rebound somewhat
in Q3.
- BC job losses tallied 264,700 in March (Quebec (–13.5 per cent) saw the largest decline, while Saskatchewan (–9.4
per cent) saw the smallest drop).
- In the medium-term, though incredibly hard to predict, The Economist put forward a concept of “the 90%
economy”, meaning that close-contact sectors that comprise up to 10% of total economic output are simply not
viable until a vaccine is widely available. This could turn the recovery into a longer U-shaped one.
Greater Victoria
• For this first edition of the dashboard, we’re tracking 12 indicators to start with – most are relevant to the
Greater Victoria Census Metropolitan Area expect building permits which are tracked across the Capital
Regional District (a slightly larger region since it includes the Gulf Islands and unincorporated electoral
districts). While these data have a bit of lag in terms of when the data are reported/available, the May 2020
edition is starting to reveal the hit that the economy is taking starting in March and April. Additional indicators
will attempt to round out this narrative in the June edition.
• There are five metro-regions in Canada listed by the Conference Board of Canada as most at risk for job losses
in the industries hardest hit by the pandemic: and we’re one of them. With 9.1% of our workforce in the

•

accommodation and food services sectors, we’re well above the national average of 7.1% (Statistics Canada
data reported by the Conference Board of Canada). This makes us vulnerable.
Benchmark home prices remain high, despite low sales volumes. While it’s risky to decipher too much from
these real estate indicators, over the long-run it will be worthwhile to follow these since they are often used as
proxies for consumer confidence and overall strength of the economy.

Monthly Indicators (with three-month trend lines and year-over-year comparisons)

Unemployment
• It might seem like forever ago that our region had the lowest unemployment rate in Canada of 3.2%, but it was
just a few months back (in February). Since then, a new picture is starting to take shape that could see the
region hit depression era double-digit figures for unemployment. This indicator shows a three-month trend
with the most recent data available (April) shows that we hit 7.2% unemployment; however, Statistics Canada
uses a three-month moving average to report these figures. This means the actual number of unemployed is
much higher than this data reveals. In April, Greater Victoria was still appearing as having the third lowest
unemployment rate out of Canada’s Census Metropolitan Areas (CMAs). This could change drastically as the
impact on tourism (and sectors that also rely to a certain extent on tourism spending) starts to lag in the
economy. This will be a key indicator to follow in the months to come as reopening should alleviate some of
this once retail and service businesses can operate in a more fulsome manner.
Employment Insurance
• These data are a few months lagged in terms of availability. This figure will be complementary to the
unemployment figure but will also show us how many people are caught in the post-pandemic recession,
which will be a more holistic measure of how fast our recovery can be over time. Future versions will reveal
more information here.

Hotel Occupancy
This chart shows the average occupancy across the Greater Victoria region for each month on a lagged
reporting period (with work completed each month by Chemistry Consulting Group). The February results
shown do not yet reveal the impact but this indicator will likely be acutely low for the foreseeable future as
the BC Reopen Plan has tourism and international travel into a “to be determined” status based on COVID-19
vaccines and treatment effectiveness. The plan does however enable hotels to re-emerge as early as June as
part of Phase 3 (June to September). If people in BC invest heavily in “staycations”, this could help alleviate the
low occupancy.

BC Ferries (Swartz Bay – Tsawwassen)
• There are two indicators here that tell us about the general openness of British Columbia internally, with
emphasis on the connection of the general population to and from the Capital Region to the lower mainland:
the number of vehicles and the number of passengers. We elected to include both to account for potential
changes in travel behaviour (i.e. will people elect to travel alone by car rather than do walk ons or take the
bus?). This is also an indicator that should help us predict whether British Columbians are eventually traveling
within the province for tourism and other activities, which will help soften the blow of having no international

tourism. Due to the lag time in reporting, the February numbers do not yet reveal the pandemic impacts. In
fact, year over year numbers appeared to be up in some cases.

Victoria International Airport (passenger count)
•

It’s hard to overstate the importance of a healthy and active airport when it comes to a vibrant, globallyconnected, 21st century city economy. Over the last decade our region has grown its international connectivity
immensely. A long-standing direct connection to San Francisco and a more recent three-times daily connection
into Delta Airline’s Seattle hub (both cancelled in recent years) were healthy indicators that our region was
becoming more connected and intertwined with major economies in Cascadia and North California. While
these data for February show a slight year over year increase, the March and April figures (yet to be reported)
will tell a much more staggering story. This indicator may be one of the last to resume into “normal” status,
but is it an important one nevertheless.

BC Transit (average weekday boardings across Victoria Regional Transit System)
•

We selected this indicator specifically for weekdays as a proxy for two things: first, more bus ridership as our
economy opens back up reveals a certain confidence that people have in being in close proximity to each
other (even though we know that social distancing will be the norm, for the foreseeable future at least).
Second, it tells us that the economy is reactivating. Even though the full ridership will not be possible (due to
school closures and the loss of post-secondary student riders for many months to come), more boardings on
weekdays likely means more people traveling to work across the region.

Real Estate: Prices (Greater Victoria)
•
•

2019 housing starts were historically solid, albeit below the 42-year high reached in 2018. Inventories of
unsold new homes were not high enough to discourage construction but price growth has been increasing.
There are two indicators here (selected from the monthly reporting done by the Victoria Real Estate Board):
Single-detached home (benchmark price) and condo (benchmark price). In order to accurately reflect the
status of the market in a consistent manner, VREB uses a specific definition to describe these products, which
they call their benchmark price. Also, an important note that VREB recommends using caution with pricing
reports since there are many variables at play (like interest rates, demographic shifts, strength of external
markets etc.) that can impact these numbers. However, the benchmark prices might tell us about consumer
confidence (willingness to invest) and the indirect impacts that real estate sales have on other sectors of the
economy. As shown in the three-month trends, the prices of both the single detached and condo benchmarks
are increasing year over year, but show a slow-down in the month over month increase (with condo prices
down slightly).

Real Estate: Sale Volume (Greater Victoria)
•

The second part of the real estate indicators is the sale volume, perhaps a better indicator of consumer
confidence than the prices since it would provide the context in which the prices are operating. For example, a
high sales volume with low prices could indicate a buyers’ market that was triggered by people moving away.
Inversely, a low sales volume with high prices might indicate that people aren’t confident with selling their
home due to taking on a new mortgage or perhaps the number of listings being too low to enable finding
someone new to live within the market. There are many variables here too of course, but an active market is
usually a good indicator of a vibrant economy, which is why this indicator will continue to be part of the
monthly narrative. As to be expected the volume of transactions is down drastically in April. Part of this is of
course due to the social distancing measures in place. It’s simply harder for transactions to go through without
people seeing the product in person. The sales volumes should increase in the months to come, but it’s
worthwhile to monitor how the post-covid recession might impact market confidence.

Region-wide Building Permits Issued
•

Two indicators we’re tracking in building permits are summarized as residential building permits and
commercial/non-residential building permits by total value issued across the capital region. Permitting is a
long-term process and therefore is not a good indicator of real time economic slow-down (or uptick!).
However, using year over year and three-month trend lines over time will tell us about the confidence in our
market. This is an area that lagged in the capital region after the 2008-2009 recession. It took years to get back
up to the 2007 record-breaking year that nearly reached a billion in permits (across all categories). The record
has since been exceeded several times so it will be interesting to monitor how the market responds in the
months to come. The capital region is a fairly solid market for long-term real estate and therefore any setbacks in this area (as is starting to show in the slowdown of residential building permits both month over
month and year over year) should be temporary—but how long will the slowdown last?

Learn more about SIPP: www.southislandprosperity.ca
Read SIPP’s annualized indicators within the South Island Prosperity Index: https://southislandprosperity.ca/prosperity-index/

Disclaimer:
These graphs were produced by the South Island Prosperity Partnership (SIPP) for the purpose of economic development strategic
decision-making and public information. Data are from reliable third parties and valid sources; however, caution should be used if
and when using these data points for business or investment decisions. SIPP is not liable for financial implications due to
interpreting these data. Please contact us should you have questions: info@southislandprosperity.ca

